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Hey everyone, welcome to another episode of legendary leaders. I am your host, Katrina
Jamison, I'm the founder of legend leaders, where we arm female business leaders with
the strategies they need to live life on their terms a legendary life. Now we have been
talking about finding your voice this entire month. It's a topic that I absolutely love talking
about learning about sharing, talking with clients and colleagues and friends. It's a great
topic of discussion, if you haven't heard the previous episode about social media, and then
don't apologize for showing up was last week to check it out. They are very empowering,
have gotten lots of positive feedback about it. And a matter of fact, we're gonna talk
about today is your communication style, finding your voice and finding your
communication style relative to your brand. Okay, everything that I talked about, while
you can apply it to any part of your life, I really focus it in on your business. Okay. The
reason why I want to talk about your communication style today is because I've gotten
several questions about, okay, Katrina, I get it. I've got to show up on social media, I've got
to show up. And I don't have to worry about being perfect. Got to share the pieces of me
that I want to be a part of my brand. I get that. But how do I do that? Like I? It makes
sense. I hear what you're saying. But how? Tell me a couple things that really helped me
anchor that in? How do I show up in my voice? My my true? Honest, what I'm gonna call
authentic voice. It's great questions. Thank you for asking them. What am I telling you is
two things. In particular, there's a, there's a couple of things, but I'm gonna share two
things. The first thing I want you to think about is this, when you show up, remember, we're
not going to be perfect, we don't have to show up being perfect using our voice. It doesn't
matter if you're on social media, if you're emailing your list of clients, and ideal customers,
if you are, you know, have a conversation with a friend or a client, if you're speaking at a
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speaking event. If you're at a trade show, it doesn't matter. What the medium is, what
matters is how you show up and how you share your voice. And so what I want you to
think about is two things. Number one, and already said the word just a second ago, be
authentic, be authentic. We can always tell when people are being fake. You know, it's one
of those things, we think maybe we're the only ones that have that skill, I assure you we
are not most everyone has that skill of recognizing when someone is being authentic and
being fake. Right. And it's one of the many reasons why we think about social media
again, for just a second. It's why we know when someone's being honest and real. And
when we're like, forget it, there's no way I can relate to this person. They're just you know,
as to Photoshop is too airbrushed, you know, the words are too perfect. All they show me
is driving around in their expensive car, who drive expensive cars, I don't have time for
that. That's not something that matters to me. And so then we we call it out as not being
authentic. But people can very clearly tell when you're being authentic. And that goes
back to not worrying about being perfect, right? When I don't worry about being perfect
when I show up. And again, I start talking really fast, because I get so excited to share and
serve you, you know that I'm being authentic. I'm trying to pace myself right now. And I
work really hard at it. And that's still me being authentic, because again, I'm focusing on
serving you. But it's not scripted. That's why I stumble on a few words here or there. It's It's
why I just stumbled right then I'm trying to be authentic. That's my goal, I am being
authentic. I'm here to serve you. So the goal for us is show up and be you be authentic, be
in your voice. Don't worry about loss all this person, that person on this video, or I heard
them on this podcast, or, you know, I saw this little snippet and they said do X, Y and Z. If
X, Y and Z doesn't make you feel comfortable in your own skin, don't do it.

 04:25

You will be authentic. You have to show up in a way that's true to you. And you're going to
know what that is. Now, I'm not talking about avoiding a camera because it's just
uncomfortable. That's something that you can grow through and we all have to grow
through that. Okay, we must in this day and age if we own a business, but there's a
difference between growing through it and just getting better because practice is critical
to mastery. Got to practice it and practice it and practice it. That's very different than
doing something that just doesn't sit right With you internally, it just doesn't feel like you're
living up to your core beliefs that you're just not being honest and trustworthy or, or
truthful, rather, to yourself and your own internal brand. When you're honest with yourself,
and you're true to your internal brand, you're authentic. And when you're authentic, you
can display that and put that into your business brand. And everything works out. Okay,
so that's number one, be authentic. Number two, is don't always short trying to sell
something. Right? Go be helpful. Go, sir. What to talk about all the time. We talk about
selling. So we talk about whenever we're focusing on again, being authentic. When we
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think we have to sell something, and our entire situation hinges on our ability to sell it to a
lot of pressure. Most of us don't feel like we're natural salespeople, even though we really
are. And I will tell you if you listen to Dean, grassy OC, and as an aside, he will tell you that
we're all salespeople, because we constantly convince people to go watch a movie or buy
that brand or, you know, wear those shoes, or use that type of sunscreen or makeup or
hair care or go, you know, to this business over here. We're constantly selling for someone
else's business. whether you realize it or not you sell. But why do we do it because we want
to serve those people. And we want to make sure they get the best we care about
whomever we're speaking to. And so we want them to get the best. Well, you can show up
and you can serve in a way that people will then turn around and say to you, Wow, she's
amazing. Look at how much she's helped me look at what she knows or look at that
product or that service that that she has put out into this world, I love it. I can connect
with her, I can connect with the brand, I can connect the brand is so helpful to me, I must
go to the next level and purchase whatever it is that that business is selling. That's how
you want this to work. So I see a lot of people who show up in their authentic but every
time they communicate, it's buy this, buy this, buy this, buy this, buy this, go here and
purchase this, go here and do this. Now, yes, you can through teaching and training, tell
people to step up their game or challenge them to do something that's growth for them.
And if your goal is to help them grow, like my goal is to help you grow. You can throw out
a challenge every time. That's what I do. And you know that if you listen to me regularly, I
give you a challenge. But I'm not asking you to purchase anything. It's very different. I
show up to serve I show up to be helpful I show up to teach and to help. And that's what
you need to do as well. That's where other people get it wrong is they don't show up in a
communication style. That's their voice. Because again, they're constantly pushing a cell.
Your goal was to be so helpful to just exceed expectations in the way in which you connect
and share and serve that people come to you and say, I've got to have what you're doing.
What are you selling? What can I buy? What can I get next? What's the next level I love
that you're giving me this. But what's the next level, I've got to have it when you show up
authentically, any shop serving, and teaching and training and giving. People will ask you
what they can have and do neck that when you know you've hit the balance of your voice.

 08:45

Now, some people will say and I've had this challenge, they'll say, well, Katrina, it's really
easy for you to just go in and teach because that's, that's your business. I mean, you you
teach and do strategy sessions, one on one, you go in and do group trainings. You know,
you teach strategies. So for you to get on camera, for you to do a Facebook Live for you
to not podcast and talk and teach this is natural to you. And I would agree with that. It is
it's it's my passion. But you can also teach about products doesn't have to be specifically
about what your product does, although it should be a little bit right Hello. But you can
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talk about all the different things that are happening in the world that will relate to your
product that will relate to your brand. You can tie it together you can educate people
about whatever the topic is, outside of just your brand outside of just your product and
your service. Your brand can be education, on the problem and the solution.

 09:46

So go serve.

 09:48

That is how you do this. That is how not only you find your voice but then you deliver on
your voice. You're authentic and you go and you serve and you give instead of always
Asking for the sale. Right? So I'm gonna leave you with today. That is how you find your
voice there. There are lots of other things that you can do but those are the two
fundamental ones I want to leave you with. As always go and be legendary.
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